
           

rev. 22/09/10C1 GWR 10ton Ballast Wagon (BR STARFISH) revised end moulding: 
 There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16' 6" & 17' 6" wagons.This kit requires the 
short solebars. When first built, all wagons had spoked wheels, but some ended up with 
3–hole disc wheels.
Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly e.g. Humbrol Liquid 
Poly or Revell Contacta Professional (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). If using 
sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks before construction. 
Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks. Before beginning assembly, 
remove the top part b of the brake lever (Not P15), and the 'V' hangers c on the 'W' iron 
mouldings. The headstock moulding on the underframe sprue is not required.
Fit bearings into back of 'W' irons d, then fit axleboxes onto bearings.  Add the buffer 
bodies e to the ends – the edge attached to the sprue is the bottom
Fit 'W' iron units to back of correct (short) solebars. Thread buffer collars onto shanks 
(about 1/2 way along length) then push into buffer bodies on headstocks.
The body can now be fitted round the floor - NOTES: the rib on the back of the ends fits 
against the end of the floor not on top of the floor; the floor rests on top of the rib on the 
back of the sides and the small studs on the back of the ends. 
Fit the solebar/ 'W' iron units to the floor against the three small ribs f. Ensure 
components are square, and add the wheels.   
Fit brakegear g (the side marked "F" faces outwards), brakelevers & door springs to both 
sides of the underframe. For P15 wagons, shorten the door springs by 2.5mm. Bend the 
springs to the correct shape carefully. Glue the springs to the solebars (!), except the 2nd & 
5th on P15 ("), and 5th & 6th on the others(#), which should be glued to the back of the 
lower edge of the sides. (N.B. use the springs on the body sprues, not those on the 
underframe moulding.)  Some of the GWR, & the BR wagons were fitted with a step at the 
LH end of the solebar (not included in kit).
Livery (With Precision Paint Nos.)  GWR Dark Grey overall (P19), with white lettering 
(HMRS Transfers). BR Black overall (P981) - B, with white - W, or 'straw' - S, lettering; 
or later Gulf Red (P?) - R, body, rest black, with white lettering.  E.g.  DB987084 - B/W;  
DB987033 - R/W; DB987038 - B/S;  DW30498 - R/W;  DW30924 - B/S; DW100894 - 
B/S;  DB987024 - B/W. The wagons were coded 'Starfish', but rarely, if ever, carried the 
name. The TOPS code was ZAO, but we do not know whether any had this painted on.
PROTOTYPE:About 500 wagons of GW P15 were built from 1936-38. They had Dean-
Churchward brake gear & were numbered in the (DW) 80xxx & (DW) 100xxx series. P18 
of 1939 & P20 of 1942 had lever brakes, with brakeshoes on one side only. P18 nos. were 
(DW) 30800-999; P20 nos. (DW) 30416-500 & some (DW) 40xxx; and D566 nos. 
DB987000-079. Many of the GWR wagons were used to carry loco. sand from Swindon 
to loco. sheds. Some wagons remained in use on BR until about 1980, or thereabouts. 
  Refer to  "A History of GWR Goods Wagons" (OPC), 'Departmental Wagons' - D.Larkin 
(Bradford Barton); & Model Railway Constructor, March 1984.  
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